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Representing the Good Neighbor Dec 02 2019 Winner of the 2015 Robert M. Stevenson Award from the American Musicological Society In Representing the Good
Neighbor: Music, Difference, and the Pan American Dream, Carol A. Hess investigates the reception of Latin American art music in the US during the twentieth century.
Hers is the first study to probe Latin American art music in relation to Pan Americanism, or the idea that the American nations are bound by common aspirations. Under
the Good Neighbor policy, crafted by the administration of President Franklin D. Roosevelt to cement hemispheric solidarity amid fears of European fascism, Latin
American art music flourished and US critics applauded it as "universal." During the Cold War, however, this repertory assumed a very different status. While the United
States supported Latin American military dictators to assuage fears that communism would overwhelm the hemisphere, musical works were increasingly objectified
through essentializing adjectives such as "exotic," distinctive," or "national"--through the filter of difference. Hess explores this phenomenon by tracking the reception in
the United States of the so-called Big Three: Carlos Ch vez (Mexico), Heitor Villa-Lobos (Brazil), and Alberto Ginastera (Argentina). She also evaluates several
important US composers and critics-Copland, Thomson, Rosenfeld, and others-in relation to Pan Americanism, and offers a new interpretation of a work about Latin
America by US composer Fredric Rzewski, 36 Variations on "The People United Will Never Be Defeated!" Whether discussing works performed in modern music concerts
of the 1920s, at the 1939 World's Fair, the inauguration of the New York State Theater in 1966, or for the US Bicentennial, Hess illuminates ways in which North-South
relations continue to inform our understanding of Latin American art music today. As the first book to examine in detail the critical reception of Latin American music in
the United States, Representing the Good Neighbor promises to be a landmark in the field of American music studies, and will be essential reading for students and
scholars of music in the US and Latin America during the twentieth-century. It will also appeal to historians studying US-Latin America relations, as well as general
readers interested in the history of American music.
The Oxford Handbook of Social Justice in Music Education Apr 05 2020 Music education has historically had a tense relationship with social justice. One the one hand,
educators concerned with music practices have long preoccupied themselves with ideas of open participation and the potentially transformative capacity that musical
interaction fosters. On the other hand, they have often done so while promoting and privileging a particular set of musical practices, traditions, and forms of musical
knowledge, which has in turn alienated and even excluded many children from music education opportunities. The Oxford Handbook of Social Justice in Music Education
provides a comprehensive overview and scholarly analyses of the major themes and issues relating to social justice in musical and educational practice worldwide. The
first section of the handbook conceptualizes social justice while framing its pursuit within broader contexts and concerns. Authors in the succeeding sections of the
handbook fill out what social justice entails for music teaching and learning in the home, school, university, and wider community as they grapple with cycles of injustice
that might be perpetuated by music pedagogy. The concluding section of the handbook offers specific practical examples of social justice in action through a variety of
educational and social projects and pedagogical practices that will inspire and guide those wishing to confront and attempt to ameliorate musical or other inequity and
injustice. Consisting of 42 chapters by authors from across the globe, the handbook will be of interest to anyone who wishes to better understand what social justice is and
why its pursuit in and through music education matters.
Music Information Retrieval Dec 14 2020 Music Information Retrieval: Recent Developments and Applications surveys the young but established field of research that is
Music Information Retrieval (MIR). In doing so, it pays particular attention to the latest developments in MIR, such as semantic auto-tagging and user-centric retrieval and
recommendation approaches. Music Information Retrieval: Recent Developments and Applications starts by reviewing the well-established and proven methods for feature
extraction and music indexing, from both the audio signal and contextual data sources about music items, such as web pages or collaborative tags. These in turn enable a
wide variety of music retrieval tasks, such as semantic music search or music identification ("query by example"). Subsequently, it elaborates on the current work on user
analysis and modeling in the context of music recommendation and retrieval, addressing the recent trend towards user-centric and adaptive approaches and systems. A
discussion follows about the important aspect of how various MIR approaches to different problems are evaluated and compared. It concludes with a discussion about the
major open challenges facing MIR.
A History of Western Music Nov 05 2022 The definitive survey, combining current scholarship with a vibrant narrative. Carefully informed by feedback from dozens of
scholars, it remains the book that students and teachers trust to explain what's important, where it fits, and why it matters. Peter Burkholder weaves a compelling story of
people, their choices, and the western musical tradition that emerged. From chant to hip-hop, he connects past to present to create a context for tomorrow's musicians.
A History of Western Music May 31 2022 "The narrative of A History of Western Music naturally focuses on the musical works, styles, genres and ideas that have
proven most influential, enduring and significant - but it also encompasses a wide range of music, from religious to secular, from serious to humorous, from art music to
popular music, and from Europe to the Americas."--Publisher's description.
Music: 450 A.D. to 1995 A.D., Grades 5 - 8 Oct 24 2021 Bring history to life for students in grades 5 and up using Music 450 A.D. to 1995 A.D. This 80-page book
allows students to explore the worldwide development of music from the Middle Ages to modern day! The book covers topics such as troubadours, the Renaissance, the
Baroque period, Bach, Handel, Mozart, Beethoven, 20th-century jazz, and rock and roll. The book presents and reinforces information through fun reading passages and a
variety of reproducible activities. It also includes a time line, biographical sketches, and a complete answer key.
Concise History of Western Music Nov 24 2021 Concise History of Western Music combines Grout and Palisca's uncompromising reliability, scope, and respect for the
narrative, while offering many more pedagogical aids, such as chapter preludes and postludes; "Etudes," excursions that explore the material more deeply than the main
text; and "Windows," boxed discussions of special topics.
Musicians of the Renaissance Mar 17 2021 The score of Western music was writ large during the Renaissance. Secular music rivaled church music for prominence,
harmonic lines intertwined and changed music forever with the emergence of polyphony, and, in general, musical composition was taken to new heights. The composers
and musicians who provided the soundtrack to this remarkable period are the subject of this comprehensive volume, which also takes an in-depth look at instruments of the
day.
All Made of Tunes Jun 19 2021 Charles Ives is famous for using borrowed material in his music. Almost two hundred individual works or movements, spanning his entire
career and representing more than a third of his output, incorporate music by other composers or from his own previous work. In this book, the eminent Ives scholar J.
Peter Burkholder identifies the different kinds of "quotations" in Ives's music, explores the complex musical, aesthetic, and psychological motivations behind the
borrowings, and shows the purpose, techniques, and effects that characterize each one. Burkholder catalogues fourteen distinct ways that Ives borrowed, ranging from
direct quotation to paraphrase, variation, collage, modeling, and stylistic allusion. Arguing that these borrowing procedures were compositional strategies, he provides a
new perspective on Ives's process of composition. In addition, by tracing the development of Ives's borrowing practices through his career, he contributes to an
understanding of the composer's stylistic evolution. And by showing how much of Ives's music uses borrowing procedures that are common to many composers, he reveals
that Ives is not as far removed from the classic-romantic tradition as has been thought. Finally, Burkholder's comprehensive treatment of Ives's borrowing techniques
offers a new perspective on the entire field of musical borrowing.
Conference Proceedings. The Future of Education. 8th Edition Mar 29 2022
Music of Azerbaijan Aug 10 2020 This book traces the development of Azerbaijani art music from its origins in the Eastern, modal, improvisational tradition known as
mugham through its fusion with Western classical, jazz, and world art music. Aida Huseynova places the fascinating and little-known history of music in Azerbaijan against
the vivid backdrop of cultural life under Soviet influence, which paradoxically both encouraged and repressed the evolution of national musics and post-Soviet
independence. Inspired by their neighbors to the East and West, Azerbaijani musicians enjoyed a period of remarkable creativity, composing and performing the first opera
and the first ballet in the Muslim East, establishing the region’s first Opera and Ballet Theater and Conservatory of Music, and discovering ways to merge the modal
lyricism of mugham with the rhythmic dynamics of jazz. Drawing on previously unstudied archives, letters, and documents as well as her experience as an Azerbaijani
musician and educator, Huseynova shows how Azerbaijani musical development was not a product of Soviet cultural policies but rather grew from and reflected deep and
complex cultural processes.
Towards a Twenty-First-Century Feminist Politics of Music Oct 12 2020 Towards a Twenty-First-Century Feminist Politics of Music opens up a new way of thinking
about the absence of women's music. It does not aim to find 'a solution' in a liberal feminist sense, but to discover new potentialities, new possibilities for thought and
action. Sally Macarthur encourages us, with the assistance of Deleuze, and feminist-Deleuzian work, to begin the important work of imagining what else might be possible,
not in order to provide answers but to open up the as yet unknown. The power of thought - or what Deleuze calls the 'virtual' - opens up new possibilities. Macarthur
suggests that the future for women's 'new' music is not tied to the predictable and known but to futures beyond the already-known. Previous research concludes that

women's music is virtually absent from the concert hall, and yet fails to find a way of changing this situation. Macarthur finds that the flaw in the recommendations flowing
from past research is that it envisages the future from the standpoint of the present, and it relies on a set of pre-determined goals. It thus replicates the present reality, so
reinforcing rather than changing the status quo. Macarthur challenges this thinking, and argues that this repetitive way of thinking is stuck in the present, unable to move
forward. Macarthur situates her argument in the context of current dominant neoliberal thought and practice. She argues that women have generally not thrived in the
neoliberal model of the composer, which envisages the composer as an individual, autonomous creator and entrepreneur. Successful female composers must work with this
dominant, modernist aesthetic and exploit the image of the neo-romantic, entrepreneurial creator. This book sets out in contrast to develop a new conception of
subjectivity that sows the seeds of a twenty-first-century feminist politics of music.
Norton Anthology of Western Music Dec 26 2021 A comprehensive collection of 220 works from antiquity to the present.
Norton Anthology of Western Music, 8th Edition Volume 2 Reg Card Jan 27 2022
Critical Music Historiography: Probing Canons, Ideologies and Institutions May 19 2021 During the past two decades, there has emerged a growing need to reconsider
the objects, axioms and perspectives of writing music history. A certain suspicion towards Francois Lyotard’s grand narratives, as a sign of what he diagnosed as our
’postmodern condition’, has become more or less an established and unquestioned point of departure among historians. This suspicion, at its most extreme, has led to a
radical conclusion of the ’end of history’ in the work of postmodern scholars such as Jean Baudrillard and Francis Fukuyama. The contributors to Critical Music
Historiography take a step back and argue that the radical view of the ’impossibility of history’, as well as the unavoidable ideology of any history, are counter-productive
points of departure for historical scholarship. It is argued that metanarratives in history are still possible and welcome, even if their limitations are acknowledged. Foucault,
Lyotard and others should be taken into account but systematized viewpoints and methods for a more critical and multi-faceted re-evaluation of the past through research
are needed. As to the metanarratives of music history, they must avoid the pitfalls of evolutionism, hagiography, and teleology, all hallmarks of traditional historiography.
In this volume the contributors put these methods and principles into practice. The chapters tackle under-researched and non-conventional domains of music history as
well as rethinking older historiographical concepts such as orientalism and nationalism, and consequently introduce new concepts such as occidentalism and
transnationalism. The volume is a challenging collection of work that stakes out a unique territory for itself among the growing body of work on critical music history.
The Routledge Companion to Music Cognition Jun 07 2020 This Companion addresses fundamental questions about the nature of music from a psychological perspective.
Music cognition is presented as the field that investigates the psychological, physiological, and physical processes that allow music to take place, seeking to explain how
and why music has such powerful and mysterious effects on us. This volume provides a comprehensive overview of research in music cognition, balancing accessibility
with depth and sophistication. A diverse range of global scholars-music theorists, musicologists, pedagogues, neuroscientists, and psychologists-address the implications of
music in everyday life while broadening the range of topics in music cognition research, deliberately seeking connections with the kinds of music and musical experiences
that are meaningful to the population at large but are often overlooked in the study of music cognition. Consisting of over forty essays, the volume is organized by five
primary themes. The first section, "Music from the Air to the Brain," provides a neuroscientific and theoretical basis for the book. The next three sections are based on
musical actions: "Hearing and Listening to Music," "Making and Using Music," and "Developing Musicality." The closing section, "Musical Meanings," returns to fundamental
questions related to music's meaning and significance, seen from historical and contemporary perspectives.
Charles Ives and His World Aug 22 2021 This volume shows Charles Ives in the context of his world in a number of revealing ways. Five new essays examine Ives's
relationships to European music and to American music, politics, business, and landscape. J. Peter Burkholder shows Ives as a composer well versed in four distinctive
musical traditions who blended them in his mature music. Leon Botstein explores the paradox of how, in the works of Ives and Mahler, musical modernism emerges from
profoundly antimodern sensibilities. David Michael Hertz reveals unsuspected parallels between one of Ives's most famous pieces, the Concord Piano Sonata, and the piano
sonatas of Liszt and Scriabin. Michael Broyles sheds new light on Ives's political orientation and on his career in the insurance business, and Mark Tucker shows the
importance for Ives of his vacations in the Adirondacks and the representation of that landscape in his music. The remainder of the book presents documents that
illuminate Ives's personal life. A selection of some sixty letters to and from Ives and his family, edited and annotated by Tom C. Owens, is the first substantial collection of
Ives correspondence to be published. Two sections of reviews and longer profiles published during his lifetime highlight the important stages in the reception of Ives's
music, from his early works through the premieres of his most important compositions to his elevation as an almost mythic figure with a reputation among some critics as
America's greatest composer.
A History of Western Music (Ninth Edition) Sep 03 2022 The definitive history of Western music, now with Total Access. Combining current scholarship with cuttingedge pedagogy, the Ninth Edition of A History of Western Music is the text that students and professors have trusted for generations. Because listening is central to music
history, the new Total Access program provides a full suite of media resources—including an ebook and premium streaming recordings of the entire Norton Anthology of
Western Music repertoire—with every new text. Combining thoughtful revisions—particularly to chapters on the twentieth and twenty-first centuries—with exceptional media
resources, A History of Western Music provides all the resources that students need in a text that will last a lifetime.
A History of Western Music Aug 02 2022
Music in American Life: An Encyclopedia of the Songs, Styles, Stars, and Stories that Shaped our Culture [4 volumes] Jun 27 2019 A fascinating exploration of the
relationship between American culture and music as defined by musicians, scholars, and critics from around the world.
Brahms in the Home and the Concert Hall Sep 30 2019 This collection explores the boundaries between Brahms' professional identity and his lifelong engagement with
private and amateur music-making.
The Music of Christendom Nov 12 2020 Music plays such an important part in everyone''s life but how much do we know about the history of music? How did music
shape our civilization and how was music itself shaped by the Catholic Church? Susan Treacy, an experienced professor of music, is an excellent guide to the history of
music. Every Catholic should own at least one book on music. This is it.
The Oxford Handbook of Music Performance, Volume 1 May 07 2020 The two-volume 'Oxford Handbook of Music Performance' provides the most comprehensive and
authoritative resource for musicians, educators and scholars currently available. It is aimed primarily for practicing musicians, particularly those who are preparing for a
professional career as performers and are interested in practical implications of psychological and scientific research for their own music performance development;
educators with a specific interest or expertise in music psychology, who will wish to apply the concepts and techniques surveyed in their own teaching; undergraduate and
postgraduate students who understand the potential of music psychology for informing music education; and researchers in the area of music performance who consider it
important for the results of their research to be practically useful for musicians and music educators.
Musical Instruments of the World, Grades 5 - 8 Sep 22 2021 Take a musical tour with students in grades 5 and up using Musical Instruments of the World! This 80-page
text explains the history and evolution of musical instruments. It also includes information on the development of music on each continent; percussion, brass, string, and
wind instruments; and a discussion on symphonies, chamber orchestras, and other ensembles. The book presents information through fun activities and interesting facts
for maximum learning reinforcement. It covers music terminology extensively and includes a glossary and answer keys.
Great Artists and Musicians, Grades 5 - 8 Jul 21 2021 Take students in grades 5 and up on a field trip without leaving the classroom using Great Artists and Musicians!
In this 80-page book, students explore artistic and musical movements and personalities through fun activities and worksheets. The book covers topics such as medieval
art and music, da Vinci, Bach, Mozart, the Romantic period, Brahms, Courbet, impressionism, and Picasso. The book presents and reinforces information through
captivating reading passages and a variety of reproducible activities. It also includes a time line, biographical sketches, and a complete answer key.
Vincent Persichetti Feb 13 2021 Vincent Persichetti: Grazioso, Grit, and Gold is the first critical biography of the esteemed American composer, bringing together
scholarly work and short contributed essays of prominent performers. Andrea Olmstead weaves a captivating narrative of the composer from his early life to his musical
activities at Juilliard and death in 1987.
Understanding Basic Music Theory Jan 03 2020 The main purpose of the book is to explore basic music theory so thoroughly that the interested student will then be
able to easily pick up whatever further theory is wanted. Music history and the physics of sound are included to the extent that they shed light on music theory. The main
premise of this course is that a better understanding of where the basics come from will lead to better and faster comprehension of more complex ideas.It also helps to
remember, however, that music theory is a bit like grammar. Catherine Schmidt-Hones is a music teacher from Champaign, Illinois and she has been a pioneer in open
education since 2004. She is currently a doctoral candidate at the University of Illinois in the Open Online Education program with a focus in Curriculum and Instruction.
Music by the Numbers Jul 09 2020 How music has influenced mathematics, physics, and astronomy from ancient Greece to the twentieth century.
Ideas and Styles in the Western Musical Tradition Jan 15 2021 Ideas and Styles in the Western Musical Tradition, Fourth Edition, explores the conceptual frameworks
that have shaped musical development from antiquity to the present. In a lively narrative that prompts readers to think both critically and creatively, Douglass Seaton uses
historical documents from thinkers, artists, and musicians to add rich detail to the compelling story of Western music. This brief and accessible narrative of music history
features numerous works of art, literature, and music that immerse students in the historical and intellectual contexts of musical styles. The thoroughly updated and
revised fourth edition offers:
New pedagogy including chapter-opening summaries and outlines; marginal cues to identify key ideas in each paragraph; and extended
excerpts from key historical texts
Increased and balanced coverage of women's roles in music history, ranging from discussions of key composers and performers like
Isabella d'Este and Fanny Hensel to women's important roles as patrons
A custom score anthology drawn from the Oxford History of Western Music offers students full
scores and analysis for key works from the text
A more user-friendly design makes it easier for students to quickly locate key information
Updates to the narrative
throughout, including the most recent research findings along with updates to the reception of key works
Crossing Traditions Oct 31 2019 In Crossing Traditions: American Popular Music in Local and Global Contexts, a wide range of scholarly contributions on the local and
global significance of American popular music examines the connections between selected American blues, rock and roll, and hip-hop music and their equivalents from
Senegal, Nigeria, England, India, and Mexico. Contributors show how American popular music promotes local and global awareness of such key issues as economic
inequality and social marginalization while inspiring cross-cultural and interethnic influences among regional and transnational communities.
West Side Story Jul 29 2019 Offers a history of the creation of West Side Story and looks at the musical from a variety of cultural and historical perspectives--from
Latin American influences to feminist perspectives to what the work has to say about juvenile delinquency in the 1950s--in a book that includes photos, a timeline, a
discography and a cast and crew list.
A Dictionary for the Modern Singer Mar 05 2020 Titles in the Dictionaries for the Modern Musician series offer both the novice and the advanced artist key information

designed to convey the field of study and performance for a major instrument or instrument class, as well as the workings of musicians in areas from conducting to
composing. Each dictionary covers topics from instrument parts to technique, major works to key figures—a must-have for any musician’s personal library! A Dictionary
for the Modern Singer is an indispensable guide for students of singing, voice pedagogues, and lovers of the art of singing. In addition to classical singing, genres, and
styles, musical theatre and popular and global styles are addressed. With an emphasis on contemporary practice, this work includes terms and figures that influenced
modern singing styles. Topics include voice pedagogy, voice science, vocal health, styles, genres, performers, diction, and other relevant topics. The dictionary will help
students to more fully understand the concepts articulated by their teachers. Matthew Hoch’s book fills a gap in the singer’s library as the only one-volume general
reference geared toward today’s student of singing. An extensive bibliography is invaluable for students seeking to explore a particular subject in greater depth.
Illustrations and charts further illuminate particular concepts, while appendixes address stage fright, tips on practicing, repertoire selection, audio technology, and
contemporary commercial music styles. A Dictionary for the Modern Singer will appeal to students of singing at all levels. For professionals, it will serve as a quick and
handy reference guide, useful in the high school or college library and the home teaching studio alike; students and amateurs will find it accessible and full of fascinating
information about the world of the singing.
Norton Anthology of Western Music Apr 29 2022 The definitive survey, combining current scholarship with a vibrant narrative. Carefully informed by feedback from
dozens of scholars, it remains the book that students and teachers trust to explain what s important, where it fits, and why it matters. Peter Burkholder weaves a
compelling story of people, their choices, and the western musical tradition that emerged. From chant to hip-hop, he connects past to present to create a context for
tomorrow s musicians.
Study and Listening Guide for A History of Western Music, Fifth Edition, by Donald Jay Grout and Claude V. Palisca and Norton Anthology of Western Music, Third
Edition, by Claude V. Palisca Sep 10 2020
Norton Anthology of Western Music Oct 04 2022 The definitive survey, combining current scholarship with a vibrant narrative. Carefully informed by feedback from
dozens of scholars, it remains the book that students and teachers trust to explain what s important, where it fits, and why it matters. Peter Burkholder weaves a
compelling story of people, their choices, and the western musical tradition that emerged. From chant to hip-hop, he connects past to present to create a context for
tomorrow s musicians.
Norton Anthology of Western Music, 8th Edition Volume 1 Reg Card Feb 25 2022
Historical Dictionary of Baroque Music Apr 17 2021 The Historical Dictionary of Baroque Music covers the history of this period through a chronology, an introductory
essay, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over 400 cross-referenced entries on the most important traditions, famous pieces, persons, places,
technical terms, and institutions of Baroque music. This book is a vital reference tool for students and teachers of music history, students and teachers of the Western
tradition, and above all for lovers of Baroque music.
Music Feb 02 2020 Throughout history, music has been an important accompaniment to other art forms, most notably drama, and to traditional rituals. Today, music
dominates the arts. It is broadcast to the farthest corners of the globe by means of radio, film, television, musical theatre, and the Internet. Live performances, meanwhile,
have never ceased to entertain, inform, and impact contemporary society. This comprehensive volume examines music notation, sound, and structure; musical composition
and form; the various characteristics of instruments as well as their classification and history, including electronic instruments; musical performance and expression; and
styles and genres of music in Western cultures.
Norton Anthology of Western Music Jul 01 2022
Handbook of Multimedia for Digital Entertainment and Arts Aug 29 2019 The advances in computer entertainment, multi-player and online games, technology-enabled
art, culture and performance have created a new form of entertainment and art. The success of this new field has influenced the development of the digital entertainment
industry and related products/services, which has impacted every aspect of our lives. Handbook of Multimedia for Digital Entertainment and Arts is an edited volume
contributed by worldwide experts in the field of the new digital and interactive media, and their applications in entertainment and arts. This handbook covers leading edge
media technologies, and the latest research applied to digital entertainment and arts. The main focus of Handbook of Multimedia for Digital Entertainment and Arts targets
interactive and online games, edutainment, e-performance, personal broadcasting, innovative technologies for digital arts, digital visual and auditory media, augmented
reality, moving media, and other advanced topics. The final chapters of this book present future trends and developments within this explosive field. Handbook of
Multimedia for Digital Entertainment and Arts serves as a primary reference for advanced-level students, researchers and professors studying computer science and
electrical engineering. With the dramatic growth of interactive digital entertainment and art applications, this handbook is also suitable as a reference for practitioners,
programmers, and engineers working in this field.
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